












MSI< imaging ---

ThanRs to a combination of good MSI< sequences, advanced RF coils, better computing technology and optimized 

magnet homogeneity, Sequoia Healthcare clarity 1.5T delivers high resolution MSI< images with good acquisition 

times. 

MSI< Images ---

Cartilage Quantification---

cartilage Quantification provides quantitative assessment of cartilage 

composition to tracR the degradation of tissues in the early stage within joints, 

which can't be detected by conventional imaging techniques. It allows for 

noninvasive measurement of collagen content. 

This musculosReletal imaging techniques 

enables you to image bone, joint and soft 

tissue with remarRable tissue contrast. 

Spine imaging----

With MUSIC technology, the whole spine imaging can be achieved, 

which has proved useful in the identification of occult vertebral 

dysplasia and in demonstration of intraspinal and paraspinal 

neo-plasma. 



Breast Imaging ---

Not all breast MR needs are the same - and neither are all breast MR imaging solutions. With applications and coil 

designed specifically For breast MR, Sequoia Healthcare clarity 1.5T offers you the best choice. 

VIBE---

VIBE lays the Foundation of breast MRI with more details and scanning speed. The bilateral shimming ensures 

uniform bilateral Fat saturation. Scan both breasts in one Fast exam to help increase diagnostic confidence and 

patient comfort. 

Advanced imaging ---

Offering advanced diagnostic applications is good For patients, who will benefit From the applications of the news 

tools, and also good For your practice, For it will win a good reputation among customers and patients as the place to 

solve diagnostic challenges. 

rFOVDWI __ _ 

rFOV DWI can be applied on spine, uterus and prostate, and 

increases clinical confidence in the diagnosis of numerous common 

pathologies. 

Enhance inflow IR---

consistent and reliable non-contrast, Free-breathing imaging of the 

arterial and venous vascular, such as the renal and portal vein. 

Single Voxel __ _ 

MRS is ideally suited For measuring therapeutic outcomes by 

obtaining chemical signals From a region of interest. 

DCE-MR1---

Due to its rapid scanning, dynamic enhanced MRI in pituitary can 

better reflect the changes of its blood supply, improves the detection 

rate of microadenomas. 


























